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Premium Dry Mop Cactus
Dry Mop Cactus is designed to work like a modern
broom. A broom that picks up dust and dirt, and which
also has a cleaning effect. The cleaning effect is achieved
by the white ACTEX® loops.
The mop is effective on structured floors and for picking up larger dirt particles like sand and breadcrumbs.
Dry Mop Cactus has a base made of extra long loops and
therefore reaches into grouts on ceramic floors and
other uneven floors. These properties make the mop
perfect for areas like kitchens, entrances, bathrooms, etc.
The fringes around the mop are perfect dust collectors.
Dry Mop
Cactus is also
recommended
on floors
where water
spots are common, in places
like kitchens,
laundries and
bathrooms.

Material mop:

ACTEX® - 2-years performance guarantee.
80% Polyester, 20% Polyamide.
Approved according to Öko-Tex Standard 100.
Material backing:

100% Polyester.
Art. No:

Description:

Approx. Size:

Approx. Weight:

642060030

Dry Mop Cactus 40

642070030

Dry Mop Cactus 25

43* x 10 cm
16.9* x 3.9 in
28* x 10 cm
11.0* x 3.9 in

80 g
2.8 oz
55 g
1.9 oz

*Average length

How do you use the Premium Dry Mop Cactus?

Where can you use the Premium Dry Mop
Cactus?
Use it for all types of floors. The design of the mop makes it specially suited
for heavily soiledy areas such as kitchens, entrances, bathrooms, toilets, laundries, garages and for uneven floors like ceramic floors. The mop is also suitable to pick up pet hairs.

Care:
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Machine wash at up to max 92°C, 198°F.
Tumble dry at up to max 92°C, 198°F.
Never use chlorine or other bleaches.
Use an environmentally friendly detergent.
Never use softeners in the rinse water.
Wash separately because the products will otherwise
gather lint from other fabrics.
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The dry mop is always used completely dry, without water.
Dry mop before damp mopping for best possible results.

